LEMMA 2.1. If (S, T) e F(A), then K is invariant under S and T.
PROOF. Let COROLLARY [1] , [8] ) implies that any xeJSf can be factored as x = y • z where y e if, z e B a .
The map (S, T) -* (S\ K9 T\ K ) from r(A) into T(K) is an isometric *isomorphism ofr(A) onto M(K).

From now on we shall identify F(A) with M(K) <=. T(K)
We shall denote by i£ a (01 a , respectively) the closed left (right respectively) ideal of A generated by a e A. LEMMA 3. In this section we shall define a locally convex topology on F(K) which will give to T(K) a structure of topological algebra.
Let aeK and (S, T)eT(K),
The locally convex topology on T(K) determined by the family of seminorms À x l(S, T)] = ||S(x)|| and p x [(S, T)] = ||T(x)|| for all xeK is called the /c-topology. 
(S, T)er(K): \\S(a)\\ Z 1, \\T(a)\\ ^ 1}
for all aeK + is a neighbourhood base at the origin for the K-topology.
If ƒ e A (the Banach space dual of A) and a e A we denote by a • ƒ and ƒ -a the functionals x -» f{ax\ x -> f(xa\ respectively. ||/||, \\g\\ S 1}.
SKETCH OF PROOF. If U a = {(S, T)eT(K): \\S(a)\\ S 1}, V a = {(S,T)eT(K):\\T(a)\\^l},
W a = U a n F. and C = {/G^:|/|^1}, then we have (i) U a9 V a are weakly closed absolutely convex sets; (ii) a • C + C-a is a w*-closed absolutely convex subset of r{K)'; (iii) t/ fl c= {/-a:/eC}, F a c {a-/:/eC}. After these facts are established the conclusion follows readily from Lemma 3.4 and the Hahn-Banach theorem. PROPOSITION 
Iff is a pure state on A, thenfeT(K)'\ that is, f is K-continuous on A thus admits a unique K-continuous extension to T(X).
By using the polar decomposition for functionals on A [6, 12.2.4] and a representation of r(K)' similar to that given by Theorem 3.5 we obtain
Here \f\ denotes the absolute value of/as a bounded linear functional on A and |/|er(K)' means that \f\ is /c-continuous. [14] that A 0 has a positive approximative unit {e"}™ =1 such that e n+1 e n = e" for every n. We have {e"}!?=i <= K + and from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 it follows that liminf||xe M || ^ ||^A P || for every p. Thus we may suppose ||xe 2 «+i|| ^ 2 n+1 + ||xe 2w ||. Now setting y n = (^2« -e2«-i)x*x(e 2M -e 2 "-i) and x n = y n /2 n we get a sequence {x"}* =1 cz JK + such that ||x n || -> oo, x w x m = 0 if n 7 e m and {££ = 1 x k }£Li is K-Cauchy. A C*-algebra which satisfies any one of the conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 4.1 will be called a PCS-algebra. Since, for every irreducible representation n of a C*-algebra A, we have, by [6,2.8.3 ], H n = {n(x)h : xeK 9 he H n }, we get immediately COROLLARY The next result generalizes the well-known theorem of Phillips [13] on the nonexistence of projections from /°° onto c 0 . A commutative version of this result is due to Conway [4] . The proof relies on Theorem 4.1 and on Phillips' theorem.
ƒƒ 4 is a C*-algebra and I is a primitive ideal of A, then A/I is a PCS-algebra.
